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1. User Manual Overview
The UGO® Music Wear User Manual teaches a user how to successfully operate UGO®’s only certified Bluetooth® music
headgear. A user will learn the following:
•

Understand the Music Wear’s headgear styles and headphones.

•

Pair a Bluetooth® device to the Music Wear.

•

Play audio, receive phone calls and dial the last phone number in the call log on the Music Wear.

•

Recharge the Music Wear battery.

•

Properly wash the Music Wear headgear.

•

Troubleshoot the Music Wear headphones and headgear.

•

Understand the Music Wear’s tips, technical specifications, warranty and replacement policy.

NOTE: Always pay attention to your surroundings when using the Music Wear.

2. UGO® Music Wear Headgear Styles
The UGO® Music Wear comes in a variety of styles to suit every season of the year. Styles range from headbands to beanies
to fit for any situation like running through a park or walking down to the café (see Figure 1 – UGO® Winter Music Wear and
Figure 2 – UGO® Summer Music Wear). Visit the UGO® website or contact UGO® at info@ugospeakers.com for the available
headgear styles.

Figure 1 – UGO® Winter Music Wear

Figure 2 – UGO® Summer Music Wear

3. UGO® Music Wear Headphones
Each Music Wear headgear style has the same type of headphones (see Figure 3 – UGO® Music Wear Headphones). The
headphones can be easily removed from the headgear but should only be removed for washing the headgear or needing to
recharge the battery.
Controlling Speaker

Figure 3 – UGO® Music Wear Headphones
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4. Controlling Speaker’s Buttons and Microphone
The Music Wear headphones have only 3 buttons located on the outside of the Controlling Speaker. On that same side, a
microphone is located to receive audio input from a user when he or she is making or receiving a phone call (see Figure 4 –
Controlling Speaker’s Buttons and Microphone).

Skip Audio Backwards and
Decrease Volume Button:

Skip Audio Forwards and Increase
Volume Button:

•

•

To reduce volume, press
and hold the button.
To play previous audio,
press the button once.

•

Microphone: Internally located
next to the red and blue LED
lights.
Power Port: Located on the
side. Used to plug in a micro
USB cable to recharge the
battery.

•

To increase volume, press and
hold the button.
To play next audio, press the
button once.

Power and Phone Call Button:
•

•

To turn ON or OFF the headphones, press and hold for 4
seconds. When turned ON, the Red and Blue LED lights will flash
and the headphones will state “pairing”. When turned OFF, the
headphones will state “disconnected” and the LED lights will be
OFF.
To answer or end a phone call, press the button once.

Figure 4 – Controlling Speaker’s Buttons and Microphone

5. Connect the Music Wear to a Bluetooth® Device
The UGO® Music Wear uses Bluetooth® technology to operate. A user will need a smartphone or other Bluetooth® enabled
device to use it.
1.

Fit the Music Wear on the head where the speakers comfortably cover both ears.
Ensure the 3 buttons are on the left side of the head and that the buttons are
accessible (see Figure 5 – Properly Fitted Music Wear).

Figure 5 – Properly Fitted Music Wear

2.

Press and hold the Power and Phone Call Button for 4 seconds located on the Controlling Speaker (see Figure 6 –
Power and Phone Call Button).

Figure 6 – Power and Phone Call Button

3.

4

Hear the speaker state “pairing”. In addition, the red and blue LED lights located below the Power and Phone Call
Button will flash. Both actions will indicate the Music Wear is turned ON and ready to connect to a smartphone or
tablet.
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4.

Find a smartphone or another device with a Bluetooth® connection setting. Then turn it
ON and the Bluetooth® connection setting (see Figure 7 – Android Bluetooth® ON/OFF
Connection Example).

Press to Turn ON
Bluetooth®

Figure 7 – Android Bluetooth® ON/OFF Connection Example

5.

Observe the window that will be displayed on the smartphone or another device with a
Bluetooth® connection of found nearby Bluetooth® devices. Select the [UGO Wear]
device (see Figure 8 – Android Found Bluetooth® Devices Example)

Figure 8 – Android Found Bluetooth® Devices Example

6.

Hear the speaker state “connected”. In addition, the only blue LED light will be flashing. Both actions indicate a
successful Bluetooth® connection. Once the Music Wear is paired to a smartphone or another device with a
Bluetooth® connection, it will automatically connect the next time the Music Wear is turned ON as long as the
smartphone or another device with a Bluetooth® connection is also turned ON and the Bluetooth® setting is turned
ON.

7.

Click [Done] and select a desired audio file or audio app player on the smartphone or another device with a
Bluetooth® connection to hear on the headphones.

6. Operate the Audio
The UGO® Music Wear can play and operate desired audio from a connected smartphone or another device with a Bluetooth®
connection. In addition, a user can also adjust the audio from the headphones.
Operate the Audio from a Smartphone or Another Device with a Bluetooth® Connection Steps
1.
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Ensure the Music Wear is connected by Bluetooth® to a smartphone or another device with a Bluetooth® connection (see
Connect the Music Wear to a Bluetooth® Device on page 4).
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2.

Use the smartphone or another device with a Bluetooth® connection to either locate a desired audio file stored on the
device or locate and open desired audio app:
•

To locate a desired audio file stored on the device, find where all the audio files
are stored on the smartphone or another device with a Bluetooth® connection then
open the desired file (see Figure 9 – Android My Files Example). Once open, play
the audio file. The audio will be heard through the headphones. An audio control
bar will be displayed on the smartphone or another device with a Bluetooth®
connection that will allow the options to play or pause the audio.

•

To open a desired audio app, locate the audio app stored on the smartphone or
another device with a Bluetooth® connection. Examples include Spotify and
iHeartRadio. Open the audio app. Some audio apps might require a login to
access. Once opened, play the desired audio (see Figure 10 – Spotify Example).
The audio will be heard through the headphones. An audio control bar will be
displayed on the smartphone or tablet that will allow the options to play or pause
the audio.

Adjust Audio from the Music Wear’s Headphones Steps
1.

2.

Figure 9 – Android My Files Example
Ensure that desired audio has been selected to play on the smartphone
or another device with a Bluetooth® connection (see Operate Audio from
a Smartphone or Another Device with a Bluetooth® Connection Steps on page 5).
Play the audio file from the smartphone or another device with a Bluetooth® connection
then do one of the following actions on the headphones' Controlling Speaker:
•

To play or stop the audio, press the Power and Phone Call Button (see Figure 11
– Power and Phone Call Button).

•

To skip to the next audio, press the Skip Audio Forwards and Increase Volume
Button (see Figure 12 – Skip Audio Forwards and Increase Volume Button).

•

To skip back to the previous audio, press the Skip Audio Backwards and
Decrease Volume Button (Figure 13 – Skip Audio Backwards and Decrease
Volume Button).

•

To increase the volume, press and hold the Skip Audio Forwards and Increase
Volume Button (see Figure 12 – Skip Audio Forwards and Increase
Volume Button). A beep noise will be heard from the headphones when
Figure 10 – Spotify Example
the maximum volume is reached.

•

To decrease the volume, press and hold the Skip Audio Backwards and Decrease Volume Button (Figure 13 – Skip
Audio Backwards and Decrease Volume Button). A beep noise will be heard from the headphones when the
minimum volume is reached.

Figure 11 – Power and
Phone Call Button
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Figure 12 – Skip Audio
Forwards and Increase
Volume Button
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Figure 13 – Skip Audio
Backwards and Decrease
Volume Button

7. Answer and Redial Phone Calls
The UGO® Music Wear can receive a phone call and with the built-in microphone the user can communicate back. In addition,
a user can redial the last phone number in the call log. A smartphone with a Bluetooth® connection is required.
Answer a Phone Call Steps
1.

Fit the Music Wear on the head where the speakers comfortably cover both ears. Ensure
the 3 buttons are on the left side of the head and that the buttons are accessible (see Figure
14 – Properly Fitted Music Wear).

Figure 14 – Properly Fitted Music Wear

2.

Ensure the smartphone is turned ON and connected by Bluetooth ® to the Music Wear (see Connect the Music Wear to a
Bluetooth® Device on page 4).

3.

Receive an incoming phone call. If audio is playing, the audio will be replaced with the incoming phone
call’s ring tone.

4.

Answer the phone call by pressing the Power and Phone Call Button on the Controlling Speaker (see
Figure 15 – Power and Phone Call Button).

5.

Talk out loud so the person calling can clearly hear the communication.

6.

End the phone call by pressing the Power and Phone Call Button on the Controlling Speaker (see Figure 15 – Power and
Phone Call Button).

Figure 15 – Power and
Phone Call Button

Redial the Last Phone Number in the Call Log Steps
1.

Fit the Music Wear on the head where the speakers comfortably cover both ears. Ensure the 3 buttons are on the left side
of the head and that the buttons are accessible (see Figure 14 – Properly Fitted Music Wear).

2.

Ensure the smartphone is turned ON and connected by Bluetooth ® to the Music Wear (see Connect the Music Wear to a
Bluetooth® Device on page 4).

3.

Press twice the Power and Phone Call Button (see Figure 15 – Power and Phone Call Button). The smartphone will
automatically call the last phone number in the call log.

4.

Once the recipient picks up, talk out loud so the person can clearly hear the communication.

5.

End the phone call by pressing the Power and Phone Call Button on the Controlling Speaker.

8. Recharge the Music Wear Battery
The UGO® Music Wear battery can be recharged with any micro USB cable. The recharge time is 2 – 2.5 hours. Do not store
with a dead battery.
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1.

Remove the headphones from the headgear by pushing from the outside each speaker in until it is free of the opening.

2.

Follow the attached wire and slide one of the speakers through the passage until free of the headgear. Repeat this
process for the second speaker.
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3.

Observe the headphones outside of the headgear (see Figure 16 – UGO® Music Wear Headphones).

4.

Insert a micro USB cable into the Power Port located on the side of the
Controlling Speaker.

5.

Plug the other end of the cable into any USB port. Once connected, the
LED light below the Power and Phone Call Button will turn red to
indicate charging.
Figure 16 – UGO® Music Wear Headphones
Unplug the micro USB cable from the Power Port on the
Controlling Speaker and the USB port when the battery is fully
recharged. The red LED light will turn OFF when the battery is fully recharged.

6.

7.

Slide the speakers back into the headgear and reposition each speaker in the openings as they were originally. Once
repositioned, the Music Wear has been recharged and is ready to play audio.

9. Wash the Music Wear Headgear
The UGO® Music Wear headgear after frequent use will get dirty. It will need to be washed. It is required before washing the
headgear that the headphones are removed and separated from any water. DO NOT GET THE HEADPHONES WET.
Washing the Music Wear Headgear Steps
1.

Remove the headphones from the headgear by pushing from the outside each speaker in until it is free of the opening.

2.

Follow the attached wire and slide one of the speakers through the passage until free of the headgear. Repeat this
process for the second speaker.

3.

Observe the headphones outside of the headgear (see Figure 16 – UGO® Music Wear Headphones).

4.

Wash the headgear by hand and if possible use biodegradable soap. Do not use a washing machine and/or bleach.
•

If the headphones get wet then let them dry for 48 hours before turning ON or recharging.

5.

Set the headgear aside and dry by natural heating. Do not use a dryer and/or iron.

6.

Observe to see if the headgear if fully dried out. Once dried out, slide the speakers back into the headgear and reposition
each speaker in the openings as they were originally. Once repositioned, the Music Wear is ready to play audio.

10. Troubleshoot and Tips
Problem

Possible Causes

Solution

Bluetooth® Fails to
Automatically Connect to a
Prior Connected Smartphone
or Another Device with a
Bluetooth® Connection.

Bluetooth® Setting Not Turned
ON.

Turn ON the Bluetooth® Setting on the Smartphone or
Another Device with a Bluetooth® Connection.

Headphones are Damaged.

Headphones Fell to the Ground
or Hit Another Object.

Headphones are Wet.

Water Fell on the Speakers.

Headphones Not Turning ON.

Battery Has No Charge.

Do Not Use the Headphones and Contact UGO® (see
Warranty and Replacement Policy on page 9).
Let the Speakers Dry For 48 Hours Before Turning
ON or Recharging.
Recharge the Battery (see Recharge the Music Wear
Battery on Page 7).

If further assistance is needed, contact UGO® at info@ugospeakers.com
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Tips
•
•
•
•

Always pay attention to your surroundings when using the Music Wear.
Always turn OFF the power when the Music Wear is not being used.
Do not store with a dead battery.
Do not store wet headgear. Always store in clean dry place.

11. Technical Specifications
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bluetooth® Version 4.1
Frequency: 2.402 GHz – 2.480 GHz
Transmission Distance: 10 meters (33 feet) that goes through walls
Battery: Li-ion 3.7V/180 mAh
Play Time: Up to 6 hours
Charge Time: 2 – 2.5 Hours

12. Warranty and Replacement Policy
The UGO® Music Wear’s speakers in the headphones have a 12 month warranty against manufacturer’s defects. Warranty is
void when the speakers have been tampered with, immersed in liquid, exposed to extreme heat, chemicals, electrostatic
interference or dust. The UGO® Music Wear headgear (hats/headbands) have a 90 day warranty against manufacturer’s
defects
Viewing the FAQ and Troubleshooting Guides on the UGO® website UGOSPEAKERS.COM can solve most problems. If a
solution is not found then contact UGO® at info@ugospeakers.com and provide a detailed description of the issue and the
steps taken to correct it.
If UGO® cannot solve the issue then return the Music Wear to UGO® for inspection. If UGO® determines the Music Wear is
defective then it will be repaired or replaced.
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